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EIGHTH AMENDMENT goes here] [Your goes here] [Due the paper] Eighth 

Amendment The eighth amendment was made to the constitution of the 

United States of America in order to serve three main issues of the criminal 

justice system. 

Excessive Bails 

For the issue of excessive bail, the amendment restricts the judicial 

discretion in setting bails during the period between arrest and trial for the 

people accused of criminal and violent activities (Head, n. d.). 

Excessive Fines 

For the issue of excessive fines, the amendment limits the amount of fine 

imposed on a person by the state and federal governments. The reason 

behind limiting the amount of fines was to facilitate people who are not 

involved in any serious crime but are charged with heavy fines that they 

cannot pay (Head, n. d.). 

Cruel and Unusual Punishments 

For the issue of cruel and unusual punishments, the amendment bans the 

death penalty completely and limits some severe punishments that are 

severe as compared to the severity of the crimes committed by the 

offenders (Head, n. d.). 

Sentencing and Punishment 

The goal of sentencing is to restrict people from committing crimes and to 

make them aware of the consequences of committing crimes. The eighth 

amendment made it clear that punishments for convicted defendants should 

be based on the severity of the crimes that they have committed. 

Different Aspects of Discrimination 

Systematic Discrimination 
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It is a form of discrimination that systematically affects the culture and 

overall mindset of people about an institution or a profession. 

Institutional Discrimination 

This kind of discrimination occurs when the policies and everyday practices 

of an institution adversely affect an individual or a group of individuals 

related to that institution. 

Contextual Discrimination 

Contextual discrimination is a form of discrimination in which top authorities 

discriminate against someone because of his/her gender or culture. 

Individual Discrimination 

Individual discrimination is a form of discrimination in which a person 

discriminates against some other person based on his/her race, gender, or 

any other factor. 
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